K Series
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A readable structure with elegant lightness:
The K Series by System 180.

Spacious
Some year ago, an order to fit out a conference room faced us with the
task of creating a conference table about 5 m in length to accommodate
up to 20 people.
The solution presented by the System 180 team is what provided the
conceptual design for a range of tables that is scalable through the use
of modules, can be customised and is extremely flexible in how and
where it is used – the K Series.
Not only does the K Series demonstrably do what it is designed to do, it
also impresses with its autonomous, structural design, a point it proved
when it won the 2016 iF Design Award. Discover the K Series and plan
your own table for conferences, meetings, work, standing and talking,
networking or whatever you need to do.
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Team-friendly
In a working environment that is becoming ever more mobile, the
demands placed on office tables are also changing fast. As well as being
suitable for concentrated individual work, they increasingly need to act
as the meeting point for working groups and project teams and facilitate
people sharing their insights, collaborating in developing new ideas and
innovative solutions. And we've designed the K Series especially for just
these uses.
Tabletops, which start at 216 cm, can be extended in stages – infinitely in
principle. With a depth from 84 cm, standing tables can be set out to be
so slim that they can be easily moved about on casters in office spaces,
including through doors. And with a possible depth of 162 cm they are
also entirely suitable for use as a work bench.

The K48-16 model in the K Series provides six to eight work spaces
as a workbench.
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The workbench in the K Series is equipped as standard with practical device boxes.
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Structural design
The K Series combines classic, functional design with contemporary
materials and aesthetics. The load-bearing framework in steel tubing
provides a clear view of the furniture's striking structure. There is a second
level underneath the table surface, which you can use as a filing space or for
storing technical devices.
The device boxes that can be integrated into the table surfaces are under
covers that fit neatly flush with the table surface and can be fitted with
whatever technical devices you may need.

Optional safety socket strip
(safety plugs, HDMI, USB, USB charger or RJ45 connections, as requested)
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Autonomous
We have optimised the K Series for use in larger table solutions, irrespective of
whether they are used for standing or sitting. The trussed construction of the
furniture frame is available in two heights.
The legs, each of which is made from three individual cylindrical tubes, give a
light and elegant look to your table – even where the table spans a large area.

107 cm

73 cm

At a height of 107 cm, the K Series has grown
to standing height. Easy-move casters make
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it child's play to move about.

Pared down
Another highlight of the K Series is its high-quality minimalist tabletops.
These pieces contain all the details that show the priorities we have in
creating our products. The tabletops, which are coloured right through in
black, have edges only 16 mm thick and are smoothed and sealed using our
innovative in-house process. This gives the furniture a stylish finish to its
surfaces, so that they glide seamlessly over the object‘s elegant curves.
For tabletop finishes, you can choose from 11 solid-colour patterns, two
real-wood veneers and high-quality furniture linoleums.

Table work surface made of high-quality furniture
linoleum, natural real-wood veneer or easy-care melamine resin.

Support plate in 16-mm MDF, solid-coloured in black,
thermally smoothed and sealed.

Underside similar to top surface (where a linoleum
surface is being used, a technically appropriate counterpart will be processed).
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"Smoky grey" linoleum surface finish

Individual
In the K Series we have developed a modular building-block-based system

and your made-to-measure table is ready. On the pages to follow you will

that allows you to customise your table to your individual needs. First deci-

find an overview of types available in the range along with other useful in-

de on a frame at sitting or standing height, find the format and colour you

formation. Our advisors and specialist retailers will be happy to provide you

want for your tabletops as well as the surface finish in steel or black, then

with support in your planning.

select the equipment you need, such as device boxes, panelling and casters
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1. Device box Consisting of a tray for technical equipment, ﬂush-fit covers,
elastic cable guides and a hanging trough for technical devices.
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2. Tabletop In high quality MDR solid-coloured in black with thermally smoothed
edges and a range of different surface finishes.
3. Side panelling Optional visual screening for complex technical installations
with a finish in steel or black.
4. Floor inserts For practical storage under the tabletop.
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Discuss
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Working

With a height of 73 cm, the K Series is ideal for creating large table

at 216 cm, can be extended in stages – in principle into infinity. You can

In a depth of 162 cm, the K Series makes a high-performance workbench.

complete flexibility. Flush-mounted device boxes provide plenty of connec-

system for all activities done in sitting position, such as talks, conferences

choose between a depth of 100 and 120 cm. Device boxes can be integrated

The table surfaces can be used in many ways and can be extended with

tions for the modern working environment.

and meetings involving larger groups. The Series' tabletops, which start

into the tables if required.

Depth 100

Depth 120

Depth 162

K21-10 #48065

K21-12 #47586

K32-16 #60557

W/H/D: 216/73/100 cm, 1-piece tabletop, optionally

W/H/D: 216/73/120 cm, 1-piece tabletop, optionally

W/H/D: 324/73/162 cm, 4-piece tabletop,

with large device box, optionally with covers

with large device box, optionally with covers

2 large and 2 small device boxes, optionally with covers

K28-10 #48064

K28-12 #47579

K48-16 #60561

W/H/D: 288/73/100 cm, 2-piece tabletop, optionally

W/H/D: 288/73/120 cm, 2-piece tabletop, optionally

W/H/D: 486/73/162 cm, 6-piece tabletop,

with two small device boxes, optionally with covers

with two small device boxes, optionally with covers

4 large and 2 small device boxes, optionally with covers

K36-10 #48063

K36-12 #47559

K64-16 #60573

W/H/D: 360/73/100 cm, 2-piece tabletop, optionally

W/H/D: 360/73/120 cm, 2-piece tabletop, optionally

W/H/D: 648/73/162 cm,8-piece tabletop,

with two large device boxes, optionally with covers

with two large device boxes, optionally with covers

6 large and 2 small device boxes, optionally with covers
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Meet
Meetings are increasingly being held in modern offices in standing position,
a posture that relieves strain on the back and helps participants to stay more
alert. The K series can provide tables at standing height from a slim 84 cm to a
stately 140 cm in depth.
These models are fitted with casters (Ø 75 mm) as standard to underline their
capacity to fulfil your mobility needs. Device boxes can be planned into tables

Depth 84

Depth 100

Depth 140

KS21-8 #58438

KS21-10 #58430

KS21-14 #58424

W/H/D: 216/107/84 cm, 1-piece tabletop

W/H/D: 216/107/100 cm, 1-piece tabletop, optionally with

W/H/D: 216/107/140 cm, 1-piece tabletop, optionally

large device box, with optionally sight-proof panels

with large device box, with optionally sight-proof panels

KS28-8 #58351

KS28-10 #58347

KS28-14 #58297

W/H/D: 288/107/84 cm, 2-piece tabletop

W/H/D: 288/107/100 cm, 2-piece tabletop, optionally with two

W/H/D: 288/107/140 cm, 2-piece tabletop, optionally with two

small device boxes, with optionally sight-proof panels

small device boxes, with optionally sight-proof panels

KS36-8 #58419

KS36-10 #58414

KS36-14 #58404

W/H/D: 360/107/84 cm, 2-piece tabletop

W/H/D: 360/107/100 cm, 2-piece tabletop, optionally with two

W/H/D: 360/107/140 cm, 2-piece tabletop, optionally with two

large device boxes, with optionally sight-proof panels

large device boxes, with optionally sight-proof panels

with depths of 100 and 140 cm.
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Networked
The fittings for technical arrangements in the K Series meet the needs of
today's working environments. The device boxes recessed into the furniture
units can be fitted out with a customised combination of modules depending
on your needs.

IN Start ∙ 4 safety plugs ∙ Power input: GST18; Power output: GST18 ∙
Cable length: 3 m ∙ Plastic housing in black

IN Free ∙ 2 safety plugs ∙ 2 two modules for ﬂexible use (here: 1 Slot USB 3.0, HDMI
2.0 And RJ45 CAT6) ∙ Power input: GST18; Power output: GST18 ∙ Cable length: 3 m
∙ Aluminium panelling

2X

and
or

HDMI

USB

RJ45

IN USB Charge ∙ 2 safety plugs and 1 USB dual charger ∙ 1 module for ﬂexible use
(here: RJ45 CAT6) ∙ Power input: GST18; Power output: GST18 ∙ Cable length: 3 m ∙
Aluminium panelling

1X

and
or

HDMI

USB

RJ45

A device box fitted with "IN Free"
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Versatile
The K Series offers you almost unlimited choice in how you configure your

Solid-colour patterns

table. For the frame, choose between a surface finish in stainless steel or

Coated on both sides with a protective coating of

black. For tabletop surfaces, you can choose between furniture-quality lin-

melamine resin.

oleum, high-quality real-wood veneer and easy-care solid-colour patterns.

STEEL LINE

BLACK LINE

Brushed stainless steel

Stainless steel powder coated in black

White

Light grey

Khaki

Graphite

Black

Light yellow

Iguana green

Atlantic blue

Night blue

Ruby red

Orchid red

Oak

Walnut

Ash grey

Carbon grey

Real-wood veneers (available on request)
Finished on both sides with real-wood veneer and
sealed with a protective wood treatment oil. Please
note that real-wood veneer is a natural material.
The appearance and colour of the veneers may differ.
Larger surface areas are produced using several
sheets whose colour and appearance may differ from
one another. Exposure to light will change the colour
of real-wood surfaces.

Forbo furniture linoleum
Top surface coated with high-quality furniture linoleum.

Smoky grey
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Slight variations in colour are possible for technical reasons. System 180 reserves the right to make technical changes.
Our advisors are available to the specialist trade to provide further details on technical specifications.
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